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March 3: Klezmer Company Orchestra, the klezmer fusion band formed by maestro Aaron Kula, enters its 16th season in 2013 with this concert at the Carole and Barry Kaye Auditorium. Titled "2nd Avenue Jazz 'n Jive," the concert will feature new arrangements that marry classic Second Avenue Yiddish theater compositions with the sounds of Harlem's jazz clubs. Once again, Kula looks both to the past and the future in an effort to redefine what klezmer music can be. $18-$43.

May 3-Sept. 27, 2013: During the spring 2012 semester, FAU junior Maria Mor embarked on a unique project that was equal parts sociological inquiry and photography exhibition. Working from the theory that people's footwear is a window into their souls — or, as she put it in her initial artist statement, an "archive for people's personalities" — Mor stalked the shoes of FAU students and faculty for a solid month, interviewing her subjects and exploring their brains as well as their decisions for crocs over loafers, high heels over running shoes. The result is the much-anticipated exhibit "The Souls of Our Shoes," which runs at the Wimberly Library. Free.